
ON AN INEQUALITY FOR CONVEX FUNCTIONS

H. D. BRUNK

1. Introduction. In an interesting note [6], E. M. Wright refers to

recent mention in the literature of the inequality

(1)

m /    m \

E(-DM/(«*) è/( Z(-D^)>

where

(2) «i è «» è • • • è a» à 0,

and points out that its validity for continuous convex / vanishing at

the origin is a consequence of Theorem 108 in [5].

It is well known that if G(x) is a distribution function (monotone

nondecreasing, G(— oo) =0, G(oo) = 1) then

(3) j fix)dGix) â /( J xdGix^j

for all continuous convex /. The similarity in form of (1) and (3)

suggests a formulation including both. Conditions on the function

Git) which are necessary and sufficient in order that

(4) f      f[Xit)]dGit)^f\ f     Xit)dGit)]
J [o,6] LV [a,b] J

for all continuous convex/, where Xit) is a given (finite) nondecreas-

ing function on a closed interval [a, b], can be given immediately

from a theorem (stated in §3) of Hardy, Little wood and Pólya. It is

the purpose of this note to rephrase these conditions as a condition

on a nondecreasing approximant to Git). The condition is that the

nondecreasing approximant to Git), defined in §2, shall be a distribu-

tion function.

2. A nondecreasing approximant to a function. Let Xit) be non-

decreasing on the interval [a, b], and let Git) he measurable with re-

spect to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure induced by Xit); in particu-

lar G will have this property if it is Borel measurable, in particular,
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again, if it is a function of bounded variation. If a^c^d^b, let {c, d}

denote any of the four intervals [c, d], (c, d], [c, d), (c, d), with the

convention that if c<u<d then {c, u}, {u, d} are disjoint and

{c, u}U{u, d} = {c, d}. For t0E(a, b), define

(5) G*(l0) =Gx(to) = sup      inf     M{u,v},

where

(6) M{u, v}= (     G(t)dX(t) /  f     dX(t)
•J \u.v) I       J U.v)

(in (5) only intervals {u, v} are to be considered which contain to

and for which fiu,v)dX(t)>0). For convenience in stating the condi-

tion given in Theorem 1, we shall define

(7) G*(a) = min <G(a), inf M [a, v}\

and

(8) G*(b) = max <G(b), sup M{u, b]\ .

Note that if X(t) has a discontinuity at a(b) then (7) ((8)) coincides

with (5) for t0=a(b).

The function G* has occurred in investigations of certain minimum

problems suggested by the maximum likelihood estimation of ordered

parameters [l; 2; 3]. Certain of its properties are listed here for easy

reference.

(9) G*(/o) = inf      sup     M{u, v}, t0E(a,b).
'    «.'„El".»!

(10) G*(t) minimizes the integral   f      [G(t) - g(t)]2dX(t)
J [o.il

in the class of nondecreasing functions g(t). (The function G*(t) also

minimizes, in this class of functions, the integral obtained by replac-

ing the squared difference in the integrand by any of a class of func-

tions sharing appropriate properties of the squared difference.)

G*(t)  is constant on each of a countable set of intervals

(11) {ui, Vi}: G*(t)=M{ui, Vi} tor tE{ui, »<}; elsewhere, except

on a set of X-measure 0, G*(t) =G(t).
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If {u, v} is a maximal interval on which G*=c, then for each

,„.    interval  {£, v} of positive X-measure we have M{%, v} ic,

and for each interval {u, 77} of positive X-measure we have

M{u, 77} ̂ c.

The following is an immediate consequence of (11):

(13) f     G*it)dXit) = f     Git)dXit).
J [a,b] J la.b]

The following characterization of G* when X(f) =¿, and its generaliza-

tion for the case of arbitrary nondecreasing Xit), are due to W. T.

Reid [2].

If Xit) =t,  then flG*it)dt is the maximal convex function

(14) dominated by fxaGit)dt; fxG*it)dt is the minimal concave func-

tion dominating flGit)dt.

Either (14) or (11) and (12), with Bonnet's form of the second law

of the mean, may be used to prove the following property of G*.

. ,. If Xit) =t, and if A(x) is non-negative and nondecreasing, then

{   }   flW)Git) dt úPahit)G*it)dt.

In Theorem 1 below, Xit) is a given nondecreasing function, finite,

hence bounded on [a, b]. The theorem gives necessary and sufficient

conditions on G, expressed in terms of G*, in order that (4) shall hold

for all continuous conves /. The integrals f[a,b\XdG and f[a,b]GdX

appearing in (4) and (6) are related through the formula for integra-

tion by parts:

f XdG + f GdX =  f diXG)

for an arbitrary interval 7 on which X and G are of bounded variation.

In order for this to hold, and also to avoid minor difficulties involved

in the determination of G at common points of discontinuity of X and

G, we shall suppose that X is continuous from the left (right) and

that G is continuous from the right (left).

The function G is to be of bounded variation on [a, b], hence

bounded on [a, b].

If (4) is to hold when/ is identically constant, then f[a,b\dGit) = 1;

we may then suppose without loss of generality that G(6) = l, G(a)
= 0.

Theorem 1. Let Xit) be nondecreasing and continuous from the left
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(right) on [a, b]. Let G(t) be of bounded variation and continuous from

the right (left) on [a, b], with G(a) =0, G(b) = 1. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition that

(4) f    f[X(t)]dG(t) Z f\ f     X(t)dG(t)~]
J la,b] LV[a,f>] J

for every continuous convex f is that G* be a distribution function on

[a, b], that is, that G*(a)=0, G*(b) = 1.

One has immediately, on applying the theorem to f—c<¡> for ap-

propriate constants c,

f      f[X(t)]dG(t) -f\ f     X(t)dG(t)]
J la.b] LV [a.b] J

f     <¡>[X(t)]dG(t) - <b\ f     X(t)dG(t)}
J la,b] LV [a,b] J

.   /"(*) ̂  •/[..« LJ[..»] J /"(*)
inf-s- a sup-j

*"(*)"  r    t„.*,.M.     vc   „,.,,_!       <t>"(x)

where the sup and inf are over the range of X(t) for tE [a, b], if/"

and d)" exist on this range and if G*(t) is a distribution function on

[a, b). On specializing <j>, say, to be x2/2, one has an estimate of the

difference between the left and right members of (4) in terms of /".

Theorem 1 can be shown to be a consequence of a theorem of

Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya, discussed in §3. A proof of Theorem 1

as a consequence of the validity of (4) for distribution functions G

is given in §4.

3. An inequality of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya. The following

theorem of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya [4] (cf. also [5, Theorem

249, p. 170]) is here restated in Stieltjes integral form. For a real

number x, let x+ denote the larger of the two numbers, x and 0.

Theorem A (Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya). Let G(t), H(t) be

functions of bounded variation on [a, b], [c, d] respectively. Let x(t),

Y(t) be bounded, Bor el measurable functions on [a, b], [c, d] respec-

tively. Necessary and sufficient conditions in order that

(16) f     f[X(t)]dG(t) =  f     f[Y(t)]dH(t)

for every function f continuous and convex on a closed interval containing

the ranges of X(t) and Y(t) are that

(17) f     dG(t) - f     dH(t),
J la.b] J led]
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(18) f      XiDdGil) =   f
J [o.H J [

Yit)dHit),
Ic.d]

and

(19) f      [Xit) - u]+dGit) ^  f      [F(0 - «]+rfff(0
•^ [o.i>l *^ [c.d]

/or all real u.

Proof. Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya introduce the term "angle"

for the function/(x) = [x—u]+, where u is fixed. The validity of (17),

(18), and (19) is necessary in order that (16) should hold for linear

functions and angles, and the sufficiency follows from the observation

that an arbitrary function continuous and convex on a closed,

bounded interval may there be approximated uniformly by the sum

of a linear function and a finite sum of positive multiples of angles.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. Set

(20) a =  f      Xit)dGit).
J la.b]

Since Gib) = 1, G (a) =0, we have

a = Xia) + f      [Xit) - Xia)]dGit).

Applying the formula for integration by parts, we have

(21) a = Xia) + f      [l-Git)]dXit).
J la,b\

In Theorem A, set 77(í)=G(¿), c = a, d = b, and Yit)=a; then (17)

and (18) are satisfied. Equation (16) becomes (4), and the right

member of (19) becomes (« — «)+. Thus a necessary and sufficient

condition that (4) hold for all continuous convex / is that

(19') f      [Xit) - u]+dGit) è (« - «)+
J [a.!>]

for all real u. It remains to verify that (19') is equivalent to the con-

dition G*(a)=0, G*(o) = l, or equivalently, in view of (7) and (8),

inf. M [a, v} ̂ 0, sup, M {v, b] ̂  1. If

supM{v,b] = sup  T     Git)dXil) /  f      dXit)á L
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then J{v,b][l-G(t)]dX(t)^0 for {v, b]C[a, b]. On integrating by

parts one finds that

(22) f      [X(t) - X(v±)]dG(t) ̂  0,
J Iv.b]

where

X(v±) = X(v+) if {*, b] = (v, b],

X(v±) = X(v-) = X(v) if {v, b] = [v, b].

Hence

(23) f      [X(t) - u]+dG(t) ̂ 0
J la.b]

if there exists a number » such that u = X(v+) or w = X(n). If for

some v we have X(v) <u<X(v+), then the application of (22) to

[v, b] and to (v, b] yields (23). If inf. J[a,v]G(t)dX(t)/f[a,v]dX(t) ^0
then f[a,t}G(t)dX(t) ^0 for [a, f} C [a, i], and from (21) we have

f      [1 - G(0]<ÜT(fl = a - X(a) - f      [1 - G(t)]dX(t)
J lv,b] J fa,ui

= a - X(a) -  f      dX(t) + f     G(t)dX(t)
J la,v) J [a,rl

= a - X(v±),

where X(v±) =X(v+) or X(v — ) =X(v) according as [a, v} — [a, v]

or [a, v} = [a, v); i.e., according as {v, b] = (v, b] or {v, b] = [v, b].

As above, this implies that

(24) f      [X(t) - u]+dG(t) ̂a-u,
J la.b]

and (23) and (24) together yield (19'). The converse, that (19') im-

plies inf, M[a, v} ^0, sup, M{v, ô]5>1. similarly follows from the

identity

r [i -G(t)]dx(t) = r [x(t) - x(v±)]dG(t).
J lv,b] J \v,b]

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

The above proof exhibits Theorem 1 as a consequence of Theorem

A of Hardy, Littlewood and Pólya. The necessity of the condition

on G follows from the application to appropriate angles of the in-
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equality. The sufficiency of the condition can also be seen as a con-

sequence of the well known theorem to the effect that (4) is valid

for continuous convex/when G is a distribution function. We indicate

the proof for the case X(t) =t. A change of variable then yields Theo-

rem 1.

If G*it) is a distribution function, then

f      f(t)dG(t) è /[ f     tdGit)]
J [".!>] \-J la.b] J

for every continuous convex f.

We have

By (15),

hence

f      fit)dGit) =  (      [fit) - fia)]dGit) + fia)
J [o,61 J [<•,!>]

= /(«)+ f f'(t)[\-G(t)]dt.
J a

f f'(t)[l -G(t)]dt k f  /'«[I -G*it)]dt,
J a Ja

j  fiOdGit) è f  f(t)dG*(t) ^f[j  ldG*(t)~\

= /[« + /   [1-G*(/)]*J.

The last expression is equal to f [a+fl[\—G (t)]dt] by (13), hence

fi.Mf(t)dG(t)*fUi*MtdGß].
In each of the following corollaries, Corollary 1 and Corollary 2,

it is assumed that X(t) is nondecreasing and continuous from the left

on [a, b], that/(x) is convex and continuous on [X(a), X(b)], that

G(t) is of bounded variation and continuous from the right on [a, b],

and that G(b) = l.

Corollary 1. If X(a) =0, i//(0) ^0, and if G*(a) ̂ 0, G*(b) = 1,
then

(4) f      f[X(t)]dG(t)^f\ f     X(t)dG(t)\.
J leb] LV la,b] J
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Proof. Set Gi(t)=G(t) for t>a, Gi(a)=0. Then Gi*(a)=0, Gx*(b)

= 1, hence

f     f[X(t)]dGi(t) ^ f\ f     X(t)dGi(t)~\.
J [0,6] L«/ [a,¡>] J

BxxtSia.b]X(t)dGi(t)=flaMX(t)dG(t),sinceX(a)=0,j[aMf[X(t)}dGi(t)
=f(0)G(a)+Jla.b]f[X(t)]dG(t), whence (4) follows.

Corollary 2. If either (i) G(a)=0, or (ii) X(a) =0, /(O) g0, aw¿

i/ (iii) 0 âG(0 g 1 /or a<t<b, then

(4) f     /[X(0]dG«^/[~ f      X(/)dG(0l.
" la,b] l-J [a,b] J

If (i) and (iii) hold, then G* is a distribution function. If (ii) and

(iii) hold, the hypotheses of Corollary 1 are satisfied.

Corollary 3. Letf(x) be continuous, convex on [O, b], withf(0) £0;

let oeai^ö^ ■ • • ^amèO, and let l^hi^h^ • • ■ ̂ hm^0. Then

m V   m "1

(25) E (-l)*"1*^«*) = /    Z (-I)*"1**»*   .
*=i L fc-i J

For inequality (4) becomes (25) if X(t)=t, a = 0, and if G(t) is a step

function having saltus ( — l)k~lhk at t = ak, k = l, 2, • • • , m, with

G(b)=l. Note that if h = h2= ■ ■ ■ =hm = l then (25) becomes (1).
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